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Author's response to reviews:

Two minor additional requirements

We answered this requirements. And we corrected them with red-color sentence.

1. Line 166, MRI revealed stromal invasion IF greater than 3 mm. Current sentence that states that MRI generally revealed stromal invasion is not accurate (since 58% had no invasion), but would be accurate to say that MRI generally revealed significant stromal invasion of PSCC if present.²

Answer: Yes. Thank you so much. The sentence of “The MRI findings before surgery generally revealed stromal invasion of PSCC.” is changed for “MRI generally revealed significant stromal invasion of PSCC if present.”

2. Lines 224-226 is a little misleading. Early cervical carcinoma in the US/Europe is treated with surgery, so I would eliminate the sentence that starts ³In Japan?² The explanation later in the paragraph (lines 236-240) is more accurate for advanced disease and should suffice as explanation.

Answer : Yes, we eliminate the following sentence: In Japan, uterine cervical carcinoma is traditionally treated with surgical methods, rather than radiation therapy, as in Europe and the USA [7, 8]. So we eliminate reference [7][8] and we correct the following reference no.